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Structure and energetics of He 2* bubble-states in superfluid 4He
J. Eloranta, N. Schwentner,a) and V. A. Apkarian
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Structure and energetics of solvation of the triplet Rydberg states of the He2* excimer in liquid4He
~LHe! are analyzed usingab initio potentials and density functional methods. The results are used
to interpret the known spectroscopy. Having established the reliability of the various semiempirical
functionals, interfacial properties of the superfluid on molecular scales are discussed. Due to its
spherical electron density, thea(3Su) state solvates in a spherical bubble of 7 Å radius in which the
excimer freely rotates. This explains the observed rotationally resolved3b←3a and 3c←3a
absorption spectra. A deep potential minimum occurs at the equatorial node of thec(3Su) state,
where a radially frozen belt of six He atoms can be sustained atR52.3 Å, inside an ellipsoidal
cavity with major axis of 8 Å and a more diffuse minor axis of 6 Å. Despite the absence of a
potential energy barrier, or a many-body interfacial tension preventing the wetting of the belt, the
bare3c state is observed in emission. It is argued that in the superfluid, wetting is prevented by the
hindered rotation of the excimer, hence the sensitivity of the3c→3a emission to pressure induced
quenching. The nodal plane in theb(3Pg) state passes through the molecular axis, as such, rotation
cannot provide protection against wetting and subsequent quenching of the3b state via the He3*
manifold; hence the absence of3b→3a emission despite its large transition dipole. In its global
minimum, the3d excimer sustains a shell of 16 He atoms, localized at the radial node of its Rydberg
electron, atR;2.5 Å. The shell, in turn, is contained in a nearly spherical bubble held at a radius
of 13 Å by the extra-nodal electron density. The repulsion between extra-nodal electron density and
LHe provides a barrier to filling of the deep nodal well, ensuring the stability of the bare3d excimer
in a large spherical bubble. This explains the free-rotor envelopes of the3d→3b and 3d→3c
emissions, and their negligible spectral shifts relative to the gas phase. The predicted minimum
energy structures, the belted3c state and the crusted3d state, if formed, should be metastable.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1447884#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The spectroscopy of atomic and molecular centers in
perfluid helium is a field of active research,1 propelled in
recent years by the cluster pick-up technique.2 Due to the
self-purifying nature of LHe, such studies can only be a
complished on a transient basis in the bulk.In situ
ablation,3,4 ion injection,5,6 and ion injection followed by
neutralization,7 are among the methods implemented for t
purpose. While proven useful for accessing metal atoms,
some metal diatoms, these methods have not been succe
for injecting molecules in the bulk. Such difficulties are c
cumvented in studies of the intrinsic electronic excitations
the liquid, namely the atomic He* and molecular He2* Ryd-
berg states, which serve as excitation centers distinct f
the ground state liquid bath. Although these molecular c
ters were among the first to be observed in LHe,8–11 their
spectroscopic scrutiny is limited because they lie in the w
dowless UV. Traditionally, energetic particle sources, such
electron-beam8,12 or a-particle13,14sources have been used
access the electronically excited states of LHe. An altern
approach was introduced by Benderskiiet al.,15 who demon-
strated that strong field excitation using femtosecond infra

a!Permanent address: Institut fu¨r Experimentalphysik Freie Universita¨t Ber-
lin, Arnimallee 14, 14195 Berlin, Germany.
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lasers allows access to the Rydberg manifold. This appro
allows time-resolved studies, which in turn enable dire
characterization of the superfluid response to molecular s
perturbations. The interpretation of such experiments ne
sitates more detailed descriptions of the excited centers
their interactions with the quantum fluid. In this paper w
describe the solvation structure of He2*

3a, 3c, 3b, and 3d
states, based onab initio He2* – He interactions that we re
cently reported.16 Beside their relevance to the time doma
studies, due to their very different electron densities—nea
spherical in3a, an equatorial planar node in3c, a polar
planar node in3b, and a radial node in3d state~see Fig.
1!—the analysis of these four states is valuable because
illustrate a large class of possible impurity-fluid interaction
Here, the theory is tested by its ability to reproduce a
rationalize the documented frequency-domain spectrosc
in this system, and in the process we provide insights reg
ing the underlying energetics and dynamics of Rydberg st
in superfluid He.

The spectroscopy of excited helium centers in He~II !
was first reported by Fitzsimmonset al.8–10 They recorded
the visible and near infrared emissions obtained when n
liquid-4He was bombarded with 160 keV electrons. T
emission spectra of both atomic and He2* excimer transitions
in their singlet and triplet electronic manifolds were obtain
and identified with little ambiguity due to the small spectr
9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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shift of transitions relative to the gas phase. The lowest e
tronically excited state in LHe is the triplet excimer, th
He2(3a) state which lies at 17.8 eV above ground. Due to
very weak spin–orbit coupling in He, the3a state is meta-
stable, with an intrinsic lifetime of 15 s.17 In the liquid phase,
diffusion controlled triplet–triplet annihilation is its main de
cay channel.10,18As such, a steady-state of He2(3a) could be
prepared and used as initial state to carry out absorption m
surements in the triplet molecular manifold.11 One of the
remarkable findings in this study was the observation of w
resolved rotational structure on theb(3P)←a(3S) absorp-
tion, with P, Q, andR branches up toJ517 that could be fit
with the gas phase rotational constants of the excimer.9 Ad-
ditionally, a wealth of information was provided in this set
spectroscopic studies through temperature and pressur
pendent measurements of various transitions in absorp
and emission. The observations were sufficient to recog
that the He2* excimers occur in bubble states; namely,
cavities from which the liquid is expelled to minimize Pau
repulsion between the Rydberg electron of the excimer
the closed-shell He atoms of the bath. The bubble mo
introduced to describe excess electrons in LHe,19,20 was em-
ployed by Hickmanet al. to analyze spectral shifts of He*21

and He2* ,22 in LHe. The methods and conclusions derived
those early studies have been validated in the most re
spectroscopic studies of the excimers in LHe.23–25The same
models have also been gainfully employed in the analysi
Rydberg transitions of foreign atoms, such as alkalis.26,27 In
contrast with Rydberg impurities which form bubble stat
ionic impurities are known to form snowball structures,28 in
which the He density near the impurity is greatly increas
over its bulk value. Clearly, where the outer electron dis
bution of an impurity center deviates from being spheri
( lÞ0), the nuclear core is not isotropically shielded from t
liquid. As a result, the angularly anisotropic density of He
the solvation shell can vary dramatically, from a density s
nificantly exceeding that of solid He, to the nonwetting lim

FIG. 1. Contour plots of the electron density in He2* (3a, 3b, 3c, and3d!
Rydberg states. The contour step size is 0.001. Negative parts of the
function are shown by dotted lines.
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below that of the bulk liquid. Na(3P),29 Rb(5P),30

Mg(1P1)31 are analyzed examples of states in which the
teraction potential is repulsive along the polar axes wh
deeply attractive along the equatorial plane. As a resul
high density of He can be expected to form along the eq
torial belt of theseP atoms, while the liquid is repelled at th
poles. In the case of Mg(1P1), the observed reduction of th
1P1→1S0 transition dipole is used as a direct test of t
consistency of the calculated density profile whereby;6 He
atoms freeze on the equatorial belt.31 Indeed, the simple
bubble model seizes to be useful in describing the solva
of states that contain nodal structure, be it angular (l .0) or
radial (n.1); and more generally, for species that sust
attractive interactions with helium the solvation of a clu
tered complex is a useful view.32 Now, more detailed de-
scriptions, such as afforded through density functional me
ods ~DFM!33–38 or path integral Monte Carlo method
~PIMC!,39,40 are necessary to provide a realistic descript
of solvation in the quantum fluid. We use the DFM approa
in our investigation of He2* states in LHe, since we are in
terested in the behavior of the extended liquid, and beca
the method provides a route for analysis of the tim
dependent observables through the time-dependent DFM
proach which we present elsewhere.41

II. METHODS

The description of the structure of the extended quant
fluid around an excitation center begs a solution of the qu
tum many-body Hamiltonian, exact treatments of which a
not known. To clearly identify the various approximation
necessary to capture the underlying physics, we start f
the classic bubble model. The energetics of the bubble-s
is the result of a balance between the impurity-He interact
energy,U int , and the cavity formation energy consisting
work associated with the creation of a cavity,PV, and its
interface,gS:

E5E U int~R!r~R!d3R1PextV1gS , ~1!

r(R) denotes the bulk4He density at positionR measured
from the impurity center. The interaction potential,U int(R),
is intimately related to theab initio He2* – He interaction po-
tentials, herein referred to as pair potentials. We have alre
reported the pair potentials for the3a, 3c, and 3d states.16

In the Appendix we report the3b state pair potentials. Inde
pendent of the specifics of the interaction, the LHe dens
must grow from zero at the impurity site to reach its bu
equilibrium value ofr050.021 836 atoms/Å3 ~at P50!, as
R→`.42 For a spherical bubble, Jortner’s trial function is
valuable representation forr(R):20

r~R;R0 ,a!

5H 0 for R<R0 ,

r0~12@11a~R2R0!#e2a~R2R0!! for R.R0 .

~2!

This trial function, to which we will have recourse, contai
two variational parameters: bubble edge,R0 , and interfacial

ve
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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thickness range,a21. It is possible to numerically relateR0

to the bubble radius,Rb , which is sensibly defined as th
barycenter of the interface

E
0

Rb
r~R!d3R5E

Rb

`

~r02r~R!!d3R. ~3!

All terms in ~1! can be recast as functionals of the dens
The volume work is unambiguous,

PextV5PextE ~12r~R!/r0!d3R. ~4!

Under saturated vapor pressure conditions, for microsco
bubbles ofRb;10 Å, thePV term is negligible in compari-
son to the interfacial energy; as such, unless specific
noted, it will be dropped from further consideration. T
definition of the work associated with the creation of a m
croscopic interface requires more care. For macrosco
bubbles,Rba@1, the interfacial profile may be ignored to s
gS54pRb

2g` , whereg`50.18 cm21/Å2 is the tension of a
flat LHe surface. For a microscopic spherical bubble, t
corrections can be expected. The first is the geometric
rection for surface curvature, such as the Tolman correc
g5g`Rb /(Rb1a), wherea is a measure of the diffusivity
of the surface.43,44 The second correction is for the finit
gradient of the interfacial density; namely, the interfac
quantum kinetic energy,

KES5
1

8M E ~“r~R!!2

r~R!
d3R

~we assume atomic units throughout;\51!. Assuming an
effective surface tension for the microscopic bubble,g8, the
bubble formation energy may be reduced to

E5E U int~R!r~R!d3R1
1

8M E ~“r~R!!2

r~R!
d3R14pRb

2g8.

~5!

Here, the kinetic and surface terms, respectively, provide
auxiliary functions necessary to variationally optimize t
density profile~2! with respect to thicknessa21 and radius,
R0 ~or Rb!. By takingg8 as a fitting parameter, static obser
ables may be rationalized on the basis of this minimal bub
model. Indeed, this form has been used to analyze spe
shifts of excited states in LHe, both for intrins
excitations21,22and for impurity centers.26 The variational so-
lution of ~5! using ~2! as trial function, yields reliable ener
getics and a good description of the solvent structure as
as the interaction potential is spherical and strictly repuls
~as in the case of the excess electron for which the t
function was designed!. Corrections are possible for sma
deviations from spherical symmetry. For example, for
leading quadrupolar distortion term of small amplitude, t
angle dependence can be imposed onR0 in the trial
function21

R0~q!5R0F11b
3 cos2 q21

2 G . ~6!

Although an associated angle dependent interfacial wi
a~q!, is to be expected, because of the absence of exp
Downloaded 12 Feb 2004 to 128.200.47.19. Redistribution subject to AIP
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mental guidance such corrections become indeterminate.
cordingly, only the surface term in the energy expression~5!
is corrected by borrowing from the known energetics of d
tortion in macroscopic bubbles,45 to yield a fitting function
with two parameters

E5E U int~R!r~R!d3R1
1

8M E ~“r~R!!2

r~R!
d3R

14pRb
2S 11

4

3
b2Dg8. ~7!

The above formulation can be criticized on several groun
The separation of terms in the energy,~5! and ~7!, is artifi-
cial. The kinetic term is motivated by the microscopic natu
of the bubble, while the surface term is borrowed from t
macroscopic model. This leads to the inescapable ambig
in defining g8, since in principle the kinetic energy term
contained in the tension.46 Moreover, the energetics does n
admit an explicit dependence of tension on curvature. Th
while the formulation can be gainfully used for fitting pu
poses, and yields reasonable estimates for observables w
the interaction potential is strictly repulsive and the bubble
nearly spherical, it has limited predictive value. Also, t
trial function ~2! becomes inappropriate when the interacti
potential contains attractive terms and angular anisotro
Despite its shortcomings, this formulation is invaluable
providing good initial estimates of structure.

Density functionals have been developed to descr
4He~II) in heterogeneous structures, including the descr
tion of impurity doped He clusters. The functional propos
by Dupont-Roc et al.35 ~herein referred to as the DR
functional! admits a finite-range interaction through two co
relation terms

E@r#5
1

2M E u“Ar~R!u2d3R1
1

2 EEr~R!Vl~ uR2R8u!

3r~R8!d3R d3R81
c

2 E r~R!~ r̄~R!!11gd3R, ~8!

where

Vl~r !5H 4eF S s

r D 12

2S s

r D 6G for r>h,

Vl~h!S r

hD 4

for r ,h

~9!

and

r̄~r !5E r~r 8!Ph~ ur 2r 8u!d3r 8,

where Ph~r !5H 3

4ph3 for r<h,

0 for r .h.

~10!

The parameters of the DR-functional are calibrated to
compressibility of the fluid, and reproduce the static polar
ability and the surface energy at zero temperature. The o
mization yields: screening distanceh52.377 Å, density–
density correlation parametersc510 455 400 K Å313g and
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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g52.8, Lennard-Jones parameterse510.22 K ands52.556
Å. The DR-functional has been used to describe the liq
around impurity centers, such as Na(3P) in LHe, to show
that the solvent shell conforms to the anisotrop
Na(3P) – He interaction potential.29

Improved density functionals which reproduce the sta
response function of the fluid and the phonon–roton disp
sion have been advanced by Stringariet al. ~herein referred
to as the SD-functional!, by introducing nonlocal kinetic
correlations:37,38

E@r#5
1

2M E u“Ar~R!u2d3R1
1

2 EEr~R!Vl
e~ uR2R8u!

3r~R8!d3R d3R81
c2

2 E r~R!~ r̄~R!!2 d3R1
c3

3

3E r~R!~ r̄~R!!3 d3R2
a

4M EEF~ uR2R8u!

3S 12
r~R!

r0s
D“r~R!•“r~R8!S 12

r~R8!

r0s
D

3d3R d3R8. ~11!

Now, the Lennard-Jones potential,Vl
e ~with s52.556 Å and

e510.22 K! is completely screened at short distances~Vl
e

[0 when uR2R8u<h, h52.1903 Å!, c2522.411 857
3104 K Å6, c351.858 4963106 K Å9, as554.31 Å3, r0s

50.04 Å23, and F(R) is defined as a Gaussian:F(R)
5P23/2l 23 exp(2r2/l2), with l 51 Å. In comparison with the
DR-functional, the short-range interaction has been co
pletely removed from the Lennard-Jones potential, and
kinetic correlation contribution@last term in~11!#, has been
added. The SD-functional has been shown to agree quite
with PIMC calculations of small He clusters containing im
purities. Note, in the original formulation, the last term
~11! r(R) was defined as an integral over theF(R) Gauss-
ian. Dropping the Gaussian averaging greatly reduces
numerical overhead, without a significant change in the
evant results. This will be made in all the calculations to
presented here. This treatment does not work properly w
strong binding occurs.

Density profiles are most generally obtained through
Euler–Lagrange formulation, in which the single partic
density is related to the many-body problem through

E5mN1E ~H@r#2mr!d3R. ~12!

Here, N is the total number of particles,H is the energy
functional, andm is the chemical potential. For uniform bul
at 0 K, m527.17 K/atom, consisting of the sum of kinet
energy~14.5 K/atom! and potential energy~221.7 K/atom!.
By searching for the stationary solution, i.e., by setti
dE/dr50, a Hartree-type equation with respect to t
square root of the density is obtained

S 2
1

2m
D1U~R! DAr5mAr, ~13!
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where the mean field potential,U(R), is a functional of the
density with its in-built correlations. For the DR-functiona
U(R) has been given in Ref. 35. For the SD-functional, w
obtain

U~R!5E r~R8!Vl
e~R,R8!d3R81

c2

2
~ r̄~R!!21c2

3E Ph~R,R8!r~R8!r̄~R8!d3R81
c3

3
~ r̄~R!!31c3

3E Ph~R,R8!r~R8!~ r̄~R!!2 d3R8

1
a

2M S 12
r~R!

r0s
D

3E “RF~ uR2R8u!•“r~R8!S 12
r~R8!

r0s
Dd3R8.

~14!

In the presence of the impurity center, the impurity-H
interaction potential,U int(R), is added in~13!. We use theab
initio pair potentials, under the assumption of pairwise ad
tivity. This assumption, as already pointed out, is suspec
the case of excited states with extended electron densiti16

In principle, corrections can be made self-consistently,
iterating between the nuclear density functional and the e
tronic density. Such a refinement does not seem necessa
the present, in view of the detail in the extant experimen
data that we use for guidance.

So far, the above treatment assumes the impurity to h
infinite mass. To evaluate spectral line shapes and electr
transition energies, it is necessary to consider the zero-p
motion of the He2* center. Because of the light mass of He2* ,
its zero-point amplitude is of order 1 Å, comparable to g
dients of the density, and therefore cannot be ignoreda pri-
ori. Thus, we solve for the coupled mean-field equations
the liquid density and the density of the center iterative
After obtainingr(R) for an assumed center of infinite effec
tive mass, we compute the potential experienced by the
lecular center as

V~r !5E VHe
2* – He~ ur 2Ru!r~R!d3R. ~15!

Then we solve for the wave function of the impurity,wHe
2*
,

in this central potential to obtain the excimer center-of-m
densityrHe

2*
(r )5uwHe

2*
u2. In subsequent iterations, the inte

action potential is defined as

U int~R!5E VHe
2* – He~ ur 2Ru!rHe

2*
~r !d3r . ~16!

The numerical procedure consists of the iterative solution
~13!, to obtain the self-consistent density of the liquid,r(R).
We use Neumann-type boundary conditions~]r/]R50 at
boundaries!, which lead to smooth bulk behavior at the liq
uid continuum edges and vanishing density at the impu
site. In spherical symmetry, the functionals reduce to o
dimensional integrals; while in cylindrical symmetry, the
can be reduced to two. In most cases, we begin with the
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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function of ~2! and ~6! as initial guess for the iteration. T
ensure stability of the solution, it is essential to use a suita
damping in the density update. The process is termina
upon convergence, when the density remains close to the
obtained from the prior step. The numerical solution of~13!
relies on the finite difference approach@O(h2) accuracy#,
where the resulting matrix eigenvalue problem is solved
the LAPACK47 routine DGEEV, or ARPACK48 routines
DNAUPD and DNEUPD. In the two-dimensional calcul
tions, the typical discretization step size of 0.1 Å leads t
real nonsymmetric Hamiltonian matrix of 22 500322 500.
The overall computational bottleneck occurs in the eval
tion of the integrals in the DFM potential of~14!. We have
also implemented the imaginary-time method,49 which takes
advantage of the isomorphism between the time-depen
DFM and diffusion equation. The results of the two tre
ments prove to be identical in all cases tried, the imagin
time method being numerically more efficient in arriving
convergence, and more stable in cases where the dens
strongly modulated.

III. RESULTS

A. a„3Su… state

The electron density in the He2(3a) state is very nearly
spherical~see Fig. 1!. Accordingly, the He2(3a) – He poten-
tial is essentially angularly isotropic. Moreover, the rad
dependence of the interaction potential is repulsive, exc
for a very shallow well of 0.3 cm21 at R58 Å. The very
small angular anisotropy of the interaction, combined w
its repulsive nature, render the3a excimer as a free rotor in a
spherical bubble. This is directly manifested by the rotatio
spectrum over the3b←3a transition.8 Consistent with the
requirement of rotational invariance of the Hamiltonian, w
use the angularly averaged pair potential in our evaluatio
Since, the solvation of He2(3a) fits the classic spherica
bubble model, we will use it to compare predictions of t
various density functionals.

In Fig. 2, we show the self-consistent density profiles
the liquid r(R) and center-of-mass densityrHe

2*
(r ) of the

excimer in the effective potential~15! obtained by the itera-
tive solution of the SD-functional~14!. The liquid density
shows the structural oscillations that arise from the poten
and kinetic correlations, identifying the strongly interacti
nature of the condensate. All ground state observables o
system at 0 K are determined by this density. The bub
radius, defined according to~3!, is Rb56.9 Å in this treat-
ment. Given the global density, an unambiguous decomp
tion of the interfacial energy into its various components
possible. This is accomplished by recognizing that the to
free energy of the bubble~12! is given as the sum of the
chemical potential of the uniform liquid,mN, and the inter-
facial excess energy. Taking forN5*Rb

` r(R)d3R, namely

the uniform liquid equivalent which terminates sharply
Rb ; then switching the integration variable fromR to R
2Rb ; the volume integral of the interfacial excess ener
~12! can be clearly divided into a surface contribution,
curvature contribution, and a radius independent cons
term50
Downloaded 12 Feb 2004 to 128.200.47.19. Redistribution subject to AIP
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E5mN14pRb
2E

2Rb

`

~H@r#2mr!dr

18pRbE
2Rb

`

~H@r#2mr!~r 2Rb!dr

14pE
2Rb

`

~H@r#2mr!~r 2Rb!2 dr. ~17!

These contributions are 94, 40, and 13 K, respectively,
the density of Fig. 2. Both kinetic and potential energ
contribute to each term. This should be contrasted with
separation made in~5!, in which the interfacial energy is
decomposed into contributions from kinetic energy and
effective surface tension term. The interfacial kinetic ene
can be evaluated from the density profile as 31 K. This th
defines the value of the effective surface tension to be u
in ~5! as g850.13 cm21 Å2250.72g` , with the macro-
scopic surface tension given asg`50.18 cm21 Å22. It is not
surprising that a reduced value of surface tension mus
used in the description of a microscopic bubble. In their th
oretical analysis of the excess electron, Hiroikeet al.suggest
g850.52g` ;20 and this suggestion has permeated the lite
ture after being used by Hickmanet al. in their interpretation
of experimental spectra of He* and He2* in LHe.21,22 Given
the ambiguity of terms, it is not unreasonable to use
effective surface tension as a fitting parameter to bring ag
ment between experiments and model.26 The present decom
position provides a rigorous calibration of the effective s
face tension in~5!, allowing accuracy through an otherwis
approximate expression. Note that the accuracy of suc
treatment is limited to the calibration range ofg8.

We compare the liquid density profiles predicted by t
various models in Fig. 3. The profiles are for~I! the uncon-
strained SD-functional,~II ! the unconstrained DR-functiona
~III ! the DR-functional constrained by the trial function~2!,
and ~IV ! the variationally optimized trial function using th

FIG. 2. Density profiles in the3a state. The results are from the iterativ
solution of the liquid density and He2* center of mass using the uncon
strained SD functional:~h! zero-point density of the He2* center of mass in
the spherical cavity of the bubble;~3! the corresponding cavity potentia
~s! density profile of the liquid, and the~* ! He2(3a) – He pair-potential.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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energy expression~5! with g85g` . Notwithstanding differ-
ences in details of the three density profiles, very sim
results can be expected where quantities related to integ
over the density are concerned. Consider the prediction
bubble radius and interfacial energy, which are collected
Table I. The four models predict values ofRb ranging from
6.6 Å to 6.9 Å. Inclusion of the zero-point motion of th
excimer in the self-consistent treatment leads to an additio
expansion of 0.1 Å with zero-point energy of;15 cm21. The
comparison of the interfacial energy is made through
three-term decomposition of~17!. Despite the distinct mode
assumptions, the predicted overall interfacial excess ene
are very similar. It is difficult to judge the accuracy of
given model based on these comparisons. This illustrates
general principle that observables related to integrals o
the density are insensitive to details of the density profile

B. c „3Sg… state

The planar node of the electron density in the3c state of
He2* ~see Fig. 1!, implies a strongly anisotropic interactio
potential. Approach in the equatorial plane leads to a wel
400 cm21 in depth, while the interaction along the colline
approach remains mostly repulsive~see Fig. 4!. Despite the

FIG. 3. The bubble density profile in the3a state obtained by~3! unre-
stricted SD-functional, expression~11! of text, ~s! unrestricted DR-
functional, expression~8! of text, ~—! DR-functional restricted to the Jort
ner trial function~2!, and~* ! the classic bubble model~5! with trial function
~2!.
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very deep well along the ‘‘T’’-approach, we have previously
verified in our electronic structure calculations that wh
constrained to the ‘‘T’’-geometry, a bonded triatomic He3*
does not emerge.16 The anisotropic interaction potential be
tween the excimer and the liquid is now expressed as

FIG. 4. Cross sections of the bubble density profile and pair potential in
3c state. Lower panel, density along the polar axis, and pair potential
collinear approach (RL). Upper panel, density along the equatorial axis a
pair interaction for broadside approach (RT). At the six atom belt, at 2.3 Å,
the He density reaches a value which is two orders of magnitude higher
that of the bulk. The magnification shows that a secondary peak occurs
5.5 Å. To highlight that this arises from the attractive potential due to
belt atoms, the potential between the He2* :He6 cluster and He is also shown
ds:
TABLE I. Energetics of the spherical bubble in the3a state, obtained by the various density functional metho
~J! Jortner’s trial function~2! with ~5! optimized for energy; (DR1J) the functional~8! constrained to Jortner’s
trial function and optimized for energy;~DR! unconstrained functional~8!, ~SD! unconstrained functional of
~11!, ~*1ZP! unconstrained functionals, including the zero-point density of the excimer center of mass.

Method
Rb

~Å!
4pRb

2g1

~K!
8pRbg2

~K!
4pg3

~K!
KE
~K!

g8
~cm21 Å2!

g1

~cm21 Å2!
g8

~cm21 Å2!

DR1ZP 7.1 100 32 11 25 0.13 0.11
SD1ZP 6.9 94 40 13 31 0.13 0.11
DR 6.9 94 31 11 24 0.13 0.11
SD 6.7 89 39 13 30 0.14 0.11
DR1J 6.8 27
J 6.6 36 0.18 0.18
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V~R,q!5VL~R!cos2 q1VT~R!sin2 q, ~18!

where VL(R) and VT(R) are the pair potentials along th
collinear and broadside approach, respectively. Given the
lindrical symmetry of the interaction~18!, the liquid density
is now solved in two dimensions. The trial function with th
quadrupolar distortion~6! is used as initial guess. Its varia
tional optimization subject to the energy expression~7!, with
g85g` yields Rb57.75 Å, a51.5 Å21, and b50.18,
namely, a bubble with a slight quadrupolar distortion. Sin
the two-parameter trial function does not have the flexibi
to conform to the strongly anisotropic potential, the de
equatorial well remains empty~dry!.

The converged density profile obtained with the unco
strained DR-functional, is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In Fig
we show cuts of the density along the equatorial and p
approaches, while in Fig. 5 we show a two-dimensional c
tour map of the density. A tight belt of 6 He atoms is form
in the equatorial well. The density profile in the equator
plane shows that the belt is disjointed from the outer liqu
the density reaching;1026 Å23 in the intervening region
~see Fig. 4!. The radius of the external liquid bubble alon
the major axis is 8 Å and along the more diffuse minor ax
is 6 Å. In effect, a tight complex of He2* :He6 has formed,
and it is this belted complex that is now subject to bubb
type solvation in the liquid. Indeed, the secondary solvat
layer along theT coordinate at 5.3 Å~see Fig. 4!, can be

FIG. 5. Contour map of the liquid density around the3c excimer.
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nicely explained as arising from the attractive, long-ran
Lennard-Jones interaction between the belt atoms and
shell.

A direct application of the SD-functional to the3c state
does not produce a reliable converged result. The densit
the deep equatorial well pulls out of the potential minimu
and the kinetic correlation term in the functional grows u
reasonably, with unstable convergence. These are manif
tions of the ill-suited nature of the approximate nonloc
kinetic energy term where the Gaussian averaging was
nored.

The presence of a node in the density profile in the
sence of a potential barrier separating the belt from the
of the liquid is significant. First, this suggests the presence
a many-body energy barrier that prevents exchange betw
belt and bubble. The prevailing interfacial energy barrier c
be quantified through the effective potentialU(R), which
can be obtained from the converged density by invert
~13!. The cross section of the effective potential along t
equatorial approach coordinate is shown in Fig. 6. At largeR,
the bulk value of27.2 K is reached. The belt region is su
ject to a well of2200 K, and is separated from the bubb
edge by an interfacial barrier of 250 K and;2 Å width. The
origins of this barrier are apparent in the electron dens
profile of 3c state~see Fig. 1!. There must be a very stee
necking of the liquid to penetrate the tight crevice along
nodal plane. The prohibitively high energy of such a stru
ture arises from the requirement of localizing He along
bending coordinate, and the ensuing large curvature en
component of the surface tension~17!. Since the chemica
potential is determined by the global density of the liqu
the extracted barrier is only meaningful for small deviatio
of the density from its 0 K global minimum. The implication
is that once formed, the belt atoms do not interchange w
the external liquid. Also, once formed, the belt will drama
cally lower the energy of the3c state. Given a binding en
ergy of 400 cm21 per atom, this state will be stabilized by
eV ~2400 cm21!, sufficient to cross the3a state. To illustrate

FIG. 6. The chemical potential in the global minimum of the3c state, along
the equatorial axis. An interfacial barrier of 250 K develops, clearly preve
ing exchange of density between belt and liquid.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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this, in Fig. 7 we show the3c and3a potentials as a function
of the radius of the six-atom belt. The crossing occurs
;700 cm21 above the3c state minimum, suggesting that
formed, the belted3c state would be metastable since it ca
not relax by either collective belt motions or radiation.

While the DFM establishes the global energy minimu
it has little information about the kinetic accessibility of su
a state. Quite clearly, the belt formation is a kinetic proce
subject to initial conditions that may be determined by
experimental approach. It is useful to consider the possib
of its formation under ambient, cryogenic conditions that
not disturb the superfluidity of the bath. Under such con
tions, fluid filling the deep equatorial well, can be regard
as a microscopic wetting process determined by the in
structure of the cavity and its superfluid flow. Consider t
process starting from an initial spherical cavity, as would
the case if the3c state were prepared in a vertical transiti
from the 3a state. Pinching of the bubble in the equator
plane ~quadrupolar distortion!, necking, and then filling of
the well, would be the expected sequence. We may then
sider whether surface tension provides a barrier along
reaction coordinate which is sufficient to prevent wetting
useful prewetting state can be defined by considering
structure of the bubble whenVT(R)50 in ~18!. This elimi-
nates the attractive well, which occurs at short range,
considers only the long-range electron–He repulsion. T
resulting liquid density, obtained by the converged unc
strained DR-functional, is shown in Fig. 8~a!. The bubble has
undergone significant pinching at the waist, in a struct
that can clearly be identified as a prewetting state along
reaction coordinate. Using this density, and adding in the
interaction potential of~18! in ~13!, the prevailing effective
potential can be obtained for this intermediate structure.
resulting potential is shown as a contour plot in Fig. 8~b!.
The bubble edge occurs at a minimum of29 K, and the belt
region is uphill by only 5 K, therefore thermally accessib
The extracted potential clearly allows further penetration
the liquid into the equatorial well and therefore surface t

FIG. 7. The binding energy of the belt atoms leads to lowering of the3c
state and the creation of a crossing with the3a state. The crossing occur
;700 cm21 above the3c state minimum, significantly higher than the bind
ing potential of a He atom in the belt.
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sion forces are not sufficient to obstruct the filling proce
from this liquid configuration. Note, in this analysis we ha
ignored motion of the excimer; in particular, we have i
nored the possibility of its rotation.

C. b „3Pu… state and the linear triatomic exciplex

The electron density in the3b state has a vertical noda
plane, along the polar axis. As such, the pair potential alo
the collinear approach shows a deep potential well of;1100
cm21 ~see the Appendix!. Broadside approach can now occ
in the plane containing thep orbital, or perpendicular to it.
These two directions are identified asT8 andT, respectively.
A deeply bound potential occurs along theT-approach as
well, reaching21400 cm21 at 2 Å. The pair potential along
theT8-approach is essentially repulsive, and noteworthy t
it is nearly identical to that of the repulsive potential in th
3a state. Based on these potentials, strong complexation

FIG. 8. The ‘‘prewetting’’ stationary bubble and its effective potential in t
3c state. Top panel: density profile of a bubble with quadrupolar distorti
obtained by settingVT(R)50 in ~18!. Bottom panel: the effective potentia
in the prewetting state shows a decline in the crevice of the electron de
shown in Fig. 1, implying continuation of the wetting process.
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be expected around the3b state. Note, theseab initio pair
potentials were obtained by fixing the internuclear dista
of He2* . A stable, linear, symmetric triatomic exciplex, wit
a bond length of 1.2 Å, is discovered upon optimizing t
electronic structure starting from the linear geometry cor
sponding to He3

1 .51 Inspection of the electron density fo
this structure, which is shown in Fig. 9, indicates the Ry
berg character of this state. Indeed, a series of electr
Rydberg states of the triatomic excimer is found, with t
lowest state occurring at 0.7 eV above the He2* (3a)
1He(1S) asymptote. Thus, the formation of the triatom
exciplex is possible. Moreover, the making and breaking
the triatomic would be expected as an effective mechan
for vibrational relaxation, and energy cascade, following
motif of the dynamics in the ionic system.52 The deep poten-
tial in the 3b state can therefore be regarded as the basis
incipient bonding, and subsequent predissociation to fo
He2* (3a). The 3b state is not expected to be stable in liqu
He.

D. d „3Su… state

The electron density in the3d state of He2* contains a
radial node atR53 Å. The He2* – He interaction potential
which is illustrated in Fig. 10, reflects this structure. At lon
range the potential is nearly spherical and essentially re
sive. At the nodal shell a deep anisotropic well, reach
;700 cm21 along the linear geometry and;350 cm21 along
the ‘‘T’’-approach, occurs. This deep well occurs behind
barrier of 120 cm21 on the pair potential. As a He atom
approaches the excimer, significant distortion of the ex
nodal electron density occurs. Accordingly, the barrier hei
and position cannot be expected to be trivially additive.16 For
example, during the monopolar compression of a continu
bubble around the3d state, because of the complete confin
ment of the electron density, a potential barrier somew
higher ~and shifted to smallerR! than the single atom cas
would be expected. The essential consideration here is
the inner well is now separated by a potential energy bar
which is thermally inaccessible at superfluid temperatu
T,2.1 K. We may therefore expect the shell to remain dry
the excimer is initially prepared in a sufficiently large cavi
Also, as in the case of the3b state, if liquid reaches the she
region, a rapid electronic cascade among the nested triato
and diatomic Rydberg states can be expected. Recalling
the present form of the SD-functional is ill-suited fo

FIG. 9. Comparison of the3a Rydberg electron density in the diatomic
He2* , and in the triatomic, He3* . The latter is computed as He3

11e, without
adjusting the triatomic ion bond lengths of 1.2 Å. Natural orbitals w
obtained from multireference configuration interaction calculations~for de-
tails see Ref. 16!.
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strongly bound potentials, we proceed with the D
functionals, using angularly averaged pair potenti
whereby the shell well becomes2400 cm21.

The density profile obtained by the unconstrained D
functional, which converges to the global minimum,
shown in Fig. 10. A strongly localized shell containing 16 H
atoms develops in the radial node of the Rydberg electron
a radius of 2.6 Å. The He density drops to zero under
potential barrier, then grows to form a spherical bubble
Rb512.5 Å. The same bubble structure is obtained wh
considering the solvation of the excimer dressed with
shell of 16 He atoms. To this end, the interaction of the sh
with the liquid is represented by the He–He Lennard-Jo
potential integrated over the occupied shell. The result
interaction potential between the He2* :He16 complex and He
is shown in Fig. 11, along with the liquid density profi

FIG. 10. Electron density and liquid helium density profiles in the3d state.
A shell of 16 He atoms forms at the radial node of the electron den
~shaded area!, and the liquid bubble is maintained by the extranodal elect
density at a radius of 13 Å. The pair potential is the result of electron
repulsion and attraction induced by the partially unscreened He2

1 core.

FIG. 11. Solvation of the complexed excimer in the3d state. The interaction
between the excimer dressed with its shell of 16 He atoms, the He2* :He16

complex, and He(1S) is shown, along with the liquid density profile.
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obtained by the SD-functional. The obtained bubble struct
is quite similar to the unconstrained DR treatment of the b
excimer. While this globally optimized structure is expect
to be unstable with respect to predissociation, due to
presence of an inaccessible barrier on the pair potential
could expect the bare excimer to be stable. The bubble st
ture, in the absence of the shell, can be modeled by trun
ing the pair potential behind the barrier, and by imposin
Dirichlet @r(R)50 at boundary# condition at 6 Å. Compari-
son of Figs. 10 and 11 clearly shows that the external bub
structure is quite similar, nearly independent of wheather
excimer is dressed with its shell, or not. This can be att
uted to the large separation between the shell at 2.6 Å,
the bubble edge at 12.5 Å. The bubble profile is mainly
termined by the Pauli repulsion between the extra-no
electron density and liquid He.

Two structures are predicted for solvation of He2(3d) in
superfluid He. The bare excimer occurs in a large bubble
Rb512.5 Å, in which the liquid avoids wetting the Rydbe
electron. This structure can be expected to be stable for
duration of the radiative lifetime of the bare excimer,;100
ns, since it is separated by a thermally inaccessible pote
barrier from the minimum energy structure. In its minimu
energy structure, the Rydberg electron density and the
lium density are interlaced—a shell containing 16 He ato
develops at the radial node of the electron, atR52.6 Å. The
dramatic lowering of the3d state energy by binding to 16 H
atoms, with a binding energy of 400 cm21 per atom, makes
the survival of the crusted exciplex unlikely.

E. Electronic spectra: the c „3Sg…]a„3Su… transition

The time domain picture provides the most appropri
framework for the analysis of spectroscopy in conden
media.53,54 Quite generally, the linear, dipolar spectrum b
tween two electronic states is given as the Fourier transf
of a time-correlation function

I ~v!}E
2`

`

eivtc~ t !dt, ~19!

where

c~ t !5Tr@reiĤ i tm̂e2 iĤ f tm̂#

5(
n

e2bHi^wn
~ i !ueiĤ i tm̂e2 iĤ f tm̂uwn

~ i !&. ~20!

HI refers to the nuclear Hamiltonian in the initial or fin
( i , f ) electronic state, and the dipole operatorm̂ projects the
nuclear functionswn between initial and final electroni
states. Evaluation ofc(t) involves dipole projection of the
initial state density on the final electronic state, forwa
propagation in time, dipole projection, and back-propagat
on the initial electronic surface. Approximate methods, su
as the semiclassical trajectory propagation,55 are necessary to
implement this recipe in systems of large dimensionality.
the present, since the many-body problem has been red
to a single particle, the time-dependent DFM treatment
gainful approach.35,37,38This will be done elsewhere.41 Here
we follow the more common approach of making appro
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mations based on time scale separation between the cor
tion decay time and natural periods of motion in the syste
The reflection approximation,53 and dynamical theories o
line broadening,54 are examples. Starting with Hickma
et al.,22 the statistical limit expression for pressure broade
ing given by Anderson,56 has been used in the evaluation
Rydberg transitions in LHe.24–27 The treatment is derived
from the adiabatic limit of pair collisions and pairwise inte
actions in the gas phase.57 With the statistical interpretation
of the liquid density profile, the Anderson expression is
rectly implemented to obtain

c~ t !5expH 2E F12expS 2
iDVf i~R!t

\ D Gr i~R!d3RJ . ~21!

The spectrum is determined by the liquid density profile
the initial state, and the decay of the correlation is de
mined by the electronic dephasing due to the continuum
frequencies given by the difference potentialDVf i(R)
5Vf(R)2Vi(R). In this form, the zero-point contribution
r(r ), of He2* can be incorporated in the distribution throug
the convolution

c~ t !5expH 2E E F12expS 2
iDVf i~ uR2r u!t

\ D G
3r i~R!r i~r !d3r d3RJ . ~22!

This defines the electronic spectral distribution at 0 K.
account for thermal contributions to the line shape, the th
mal distribution of bubble radii must be taken into accou
The results of such an analysis do not materially change
conclusions to be made below. To be more consistent w
the ground state DFT results, we restrict the spectral anal
to the 0 K case.

Since there is no variational principle that guides t
DFM, it’s semiempirical construct is validated by compa
son to experiments. We consider thec(3Sg)←a(3Su) ab-
sorption spectrum to calibrate the predictions of the vario
semiempirical functionals that were used to obtain
bubble structure in the3a state. This absorption, which wa
first reported by Ketoet al.,11 has been recently revisite
experimentally.23–25 The band origin of this parallel transi
tion clearly displays overlapping contributions fromP andR
branches, consistent with the fact that the excimer in the3a
state undergoes free rotation in its spherical bubble. To
corporate the rotational contribution, the calculated el
tronic spectrum is shifted by theJ50←J51 andJ52←J
51 transition energies and co-added with their statisti
weights~only oddJ states occur in the3a state and only even
J states occur in the3c state!. The resulting band profile is
shown in Fig. 12. It is in good agreement with the expe
ment. The spectral shift of the band center and the spec
width are the diagnostic quantities that are collected for
various density profiles in Table II. Perusal of the tab
shows that the calculated spectral shifts agree with the
periment, and the results obtained from the different meth
are within the errors of the comparison. The compu
widths, generally, overestimate the experiment. With the
clusion of the He2* zero point and rotational contributions
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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the results of both SD- and DR-functionals agree with
experiments of Kafanovet al.24 The calculations based o
the constrained functionals are generally;15% broader.

The pressure dependence of thec(3Sg)←a(3Su) spec-
tral shift provides a further test. Pressure is simulated
adjusting the density of the liquid at the free boundary in
DFM calculations. The calculated results are compared w
experiments in the inset of Fig. 12. Pressure induces a b
shift, due to the fact that the vertical reflection of the dens
from the 3a state to the3c state, accesses a potential that
on average repulsive~repulsive along the polar axes and a
tractive along the equatorial!. Pressure leads to compressi
of the bubble and steepening of its edge~potential and ki-
netic contributions!, with comparable contributions to th
observed shift.

The spectral predictions of the DFMvis-à-vis the 3c
←3a provide a calibration of accuracy, within which boun
the known spectroscopy of the exciplexes in liquid heliu
may be analyzed. The comparison in Fig. 12 gives ove
confidence, in particular when we note that there are sev
sources of error in the treatment. Beside the approximat

FIG. 12. The3c←3a absorption spectrum. The simulation using the S
functional, includes the zero-point motion of the excimer and contributi
from J52←J51 andJ50←J51 free rotor states. The open circles a
the experimental values taken from Ref. 24. In the inset, the spectral
dependency on liquid density is shown.

TABLE II. Spectral shift and width for the3c←3a absorption of He2* in
liquid He, in the statistical limit, Eq.~19! of text.

Method Shift~cm21! Width ~cm21!

DR1ZP1ROT 149 150
SD1ZP1ROT 158 150
DR1ROT 153 160
SD1ROT 166 165
DR2J1ROT 150 170
J1ROT 155 175
Expt. 100a, 140b, 150c, 145d 145a, 110b

aReference 11.
bReference 23.
cReference 24.
dReference 25.
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inherent in the DFM, we have used an approximate treatm
of electronic line shapes; we have neglected excimer vib
tion and rotation, and thermal motions of the bubble; and
have relied onab initio pair potentials under the assumptio
of pairwise additivity. In this regard, it is useful to note th
due to the geometric factor of 4pR2r;10 atR57, an error
in the pair potential is amplified by a factor of 10 in th
spectrum. Thus, the level of agreement with experiment
the absorption line shape and its pressure dependence s
in Fig. 12, indicates a high level of consistency in the vario
parts of the treatment. Similar results are obtained for all
considered transitions~see below!.

IV. DISCUSSION

The calculated energetics and solvation structures of
exciplexes in LHe allow a more rigorous analysis of t
well-established spectroscopic observations about this
tem than has been possible hitherto. We consider the m
observations.

The clearest evidence of free rotation of the excimer
the liquid phase, and therefore of solvation in a spheri
bubble, is evidenced in theb(3Pg)←a(3Su) absorption
band.10 This transition shows resolved rotational lines, wi
up to J519 contributing. By virtue of the large line spacin
in the P branch of this transition, despite the 30 cm21 width
of individual transitions, it is possible to confidently con
clude that the gas phase rotational constants of the di
reproduce the spectrum.9 The unusual rotational populatio
is undoubtedly related to the mechanism of formation of
state, and vibration–rotation relaxation cascade. Wha
clear is that rotational lifetimes are long,t ;1 ms,23 and
therefore the anisotropy of the molecule–liquid interaction
negligible. Moreover, the electronic contribution to the lin
widths is small. Indeed, the3b←3a absorption does no
show a noticeable line shift with pressure,24 indicating that
the repulsive wall sampled by the bubble on the two el
tronic states is nearly identical. Using the unconstrained D
functional to describe the3a bubble profile, and theab initio
3b pair potentials collected in the Appendix, we obtain
linewidth of 50 cm21 and a small pressure induced bluesh
in satisfactory agreement with the experiments. It is safe
conclude that the3a state occurs in a spherical cavity, an
that the relative energetics of interactions in the3b and 3a
states are well predicted.

The 3c←3a absorption, which shares the same init
state as in3b←3a, must arise from the same free rotor pop
lation. However, the large electronic widths of 150 cm21 ~see
Table II!, mask the structure in the rotational bands. T
clearest evidence of the underlying rotational structure
near the band origin, where theP(1) –R(0) spacing contrib-
utes to the linewidth~see Fig. 12!. The electronic linewidths
are well predicted in the present simulations when the ro
tional splitting is included. Thus, we may conclude that t
relative size and shape of the bubbles in the3a, 3b, and3c
states, as sampled vertically from the3a state, are well re-
produced.

Rotational envelopes that trace the rotational bands
the excimer in the gas phase, are observed for emiss
from 3d state.8 Thed(3Su)→b(3Pg) shows the expectedP,
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Q, R branches with up toJ510 populated, and thed(3Su)
→c(3Sg) emission shows the envelopes of the expecteP
and R branches which are consistent with the same ini
rotational population. The vibronic origin in both transition
is blueshifted by 40 cm21 relative to the gas phase. Th
coalescence of lines while maintaining band profiles wo
imply that the electronic width of the transition is somewh
larger than the line spacing, of 4B;30 cm21 ~B57.66, 7.45,
7.00, and 17.34 cm21, in the 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d states,
respectively!.58 The observation of rotation, and a very sm
spectral shift, directly imply that the initial state correspon
to the excimer trapped in a spherical bubble. Evidently,
observed assignable emission is from the bare3d state. Using
the density profile of Fig. 11, a shift of130 cm21 and a
linewidth of 30 cm21 is predicted for both transitions, whic
are quite consistent with the experiment. Evidently, the
tential barrier on the pair potentials prevents filling of t
nodal shell during its radiative lifetime of;100 ns. The only
clue to the possibility for wetting of the nodal shell, is th
observation that these emissions quench with pressu10

Moreover, different quenching rates are observed for the3d
→3b and3d→3c emissions. It would be difficult to explain
different quenching rates for transitions initiating from t
same upper level, unless we assume that the process s
taneously involves a change in transition dipoles, and th
fore in structure of the emitting state. This would be t
expectation if the barrier tunneling rate in the3d state were
to compete with radiation. Then, radiation during the fillin
process would be expected to have different rates of em
sion along the perpendicular and parallel dipoles, a sug
tion which is not too different from that for the observe
lifetime elongation upon complexation of Mg in H
droplets.31

Next, consider transitions from initial states that sust
nonspherical bubbles. Despite the large transition dip
searches for the3b→3a emission have not been successfu8

The absence of a barrier along the linear approach
He2* (3b) – He, and the presence of a deep potential minim
for the linear complex, nicely explains this absence. As
ready discussed, the dimer in the3b state is expected to form
the linear He3* , which in turn would be expected to provid
a channel for energy cascade and predissociation
He2* (3a)1He. Given this rationale, it is interesting to co
sider the3c→3a transition, which shows a long vibrationa
sequence, but no rotational structure.10

We have verified that the intensities in the vibration
sequence assigned to the3c(v)→3a(v8) are consistent with
the Franck–Condon factors of the dimer; moreover, the
bronic transitions are only shifted by;40 cm21 from their
gas phase values. Thus, there is little ambiguity in the ass
ment of this series to emission from the He2* (3c). Yet, as in
the3b case, there are no barriers along the pair potentials
complexation along the ‘‘T’’-approach, and a detailed analy
sis of the effective many-body potential showed that ther
no chemical barrier that prevents the liquid from wetting t
deep equatorial belt of the stationary excimer. These con
erations, rather uniquely, point at rotational motion as
origin of the stability of the bare excimer state with regard
Downloaded 12 Feb 2004 to 128.200.47.19. Redistribution subject to AIP
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wetting, or complexation. This can be inferred from a rath
direct estimate of the relevant energetics.

Let us first consider the prewetting structure of t
bubble shown in Fig. 8~a!, which may be reasonably ident
fied as a configuration that must be reached along the r
tion coordinate of belt formation. Rotation of the excimer
this pinched bubble is subject to a barrier of 100 cm21 ~as-
suming the liquid to be stationary!. In Fig. 13~a! we show the
computed potential as a function of relative orientation
molecule and bubble,u–u8, the first two even energy levels
E0 and E2 ~nuclear statistics imposes that only even sta
are present in the3c state!, and their squared wave function
uc0u2 and uc2u2. c0 is localized into the librational wells
with zero-point energyE0528 cm21 well below the rota-
tional barrier. The first excited state is already a rotor, w
E25109 cm21 just above the rotational barrier. The dens
of the first rotor state peaks atu2u85p/2, 3p/2, namely
where the excimer has rotated by 90° relative to the cav
Consider the implications if indeed this distorted bubble co
figuration is reached. In the first librational state, since
orientation of the excimer is localized relative to the bubb
we would expect the bubble to further distort to gain pote

FIG. 13. Energetics of rotation in the3c state. In the top panel the potentia
anisotropy in the prewetting bubble structure of Fig. 8 is shown~dashed
line! as a function of relative orientation of excimer and bubble, along w
the first two eigenstate energies and their squared wave functions. The
state is localized as an oscillator, while the first~even! excited state under-
goes hindered rotations. In the lower panel, the energies of the lowest e
states are shown as a function of the distortion of the bubble,b in ~6!.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tial energy. This quadrupolar distortion of the bubble wou
in turn lead to further localization, the feedback terminati
with the formation of the belt. The dramatic spectral sh
associated with belt formation, would eliminate this spec
from contributing to the observed bands. In effect, as in
3b state, the lowest excimer state would be quenched.
first excited state of the hindered rotor is, however, impe
ous to quenching since the mean expectation value o
orientation is such that the belt points away from the bub
waist. Thus, the interaction potential averaged over the r
tive angular distribution would eliminate the potential anis
ropy, and therefore prevent distortion of the bubble. The
served3c→3a sequence is to be assigned to emission fr
the above barrier, hindered rotor state of the excimer i
slightly distorted bubble. In fact, it is possible to show that
this state, the liquid distortion is prevented from reaching
somewhat arbitrary configuration that we chose for t
analysis. We may estimate the extent of distortion of
bubble by noting that it will be controlled by the balan
between potential energy gained by distortion and kine
energy gain of the internal rotor. For small quadrupolar d
tortions of the bubble, the liquid density profile may be a
proximated by the anisotropic trial function given by~2! and
~6!. This allows the calculation of the liquid distortion en
ergy, and the associated potential to excimer rotation.
total energy of the two lowest states of the system is plo
as a function of the anisotropy parameter,b, in Fig. 13~b!.59

The lowest state energy monotonically decreases withb,
consistent with our expectation that belt formation cannot
prevented in this state. In contrast, after an initial decrea
the energy of the first hindered rotor state grows withb. At
the cryogenic temperatures of interest, the rotation of
excimer prevents any significant distortion of the bubble,
maintainingb,0.1 with associated angular potential anis
ropy ,40 cm21. This argument rests on the assumption
decoupling between the rotational motion of the excimer a
the distortion of the bubble. The assumption is justified ba
on the separation of time scales of motion. InJ52, the ro-
tational frequency of the bare excimer isnJ5J\/(2pI )
52 ps21, while the quadrupolar oscillation frequency of
hollow bubble of radius 7 Å can be estimated asnQ

5@12g/(rR3)#1/250.25 ps21.45 Thus, the motional periods
are separated by nearly one order of magnitude, there
refinements due to coupling between rotation a
distortion,60 or counterflow of the fluid, and the effectiv
moment of inertia of the rotor due to this coupling, wou
not change the qualitative picture.39,61We may conclude tha
the first rotor state~correlating withJ52 of the free exci-
mer! prevents the bubble from penetrating the equatorial
of the excimer, and lends it sufficient stability to radiate a
diatomic. This dynamically controlled stability may expla
the finding that the3c→3a transition is the most sensitive t
quenching by pressure.11 Finally, let us note that He2* is a
two-dimensional rotor, and that to prevent belt formation
first excited state along both rotational axes must be sim
taneously populated. This consideration clarifies why ro
tion cannot prevent wetting in the3b state. In the latter case
the nodal plane passes through the molecular axis, and th
Downloaded 12 Feb 2004 to 128.200.47.19. Redistribution subject to AIP
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fore the potential anisotropy in the plane perpendicular to
p-orbital cannot be eliminated by rotation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented descriptions of the solvation struc
and energetics of the He2* Rydberg states in liquid helium
The considered four lowest triplet states of the excimer, d
to their very different electron densities, are illustrative o
large class of molecular impurities in the superfluid bath. T
study was intended as a background for the analysis of ti
dependent dynamics in this system, both experimentally
theoretically. Starting withab initio pair potentials, without
further adjustment, and using density functional metho
~DFM!, we have obtained rather detailed insights into a s
dry of observations made on this system through freque
domain spectroscopy. The semiempirical nature of DFM i
plies that its success must be measured through compar
with experiment. We show that structural details predicted
the various density functionals are difficult to assess on
basis of observables that are functions of integrals over d
sity. This indeed is the case with most frequency dom
spectroscopic observables—a consideration that highlig
the importance of making dynamical measurements. T
simulations do rationalize hitherto poorly understood obs
vations. Among these are the observation of free rotation
states that are created in large spherical cavities (3a and the
bare 3d!; the absence of the3b state in emission; the hin
dered rotor nature of the3c state, and the sensitivity of th
various states to pressure-induced quenching. Perhaps
incisive is the quantification of interfacial energetics a
structure on microscopic scales. As a case study, we s
that interfacial tension cannot prevent the wetting of the
isotropic electron density in the stationary3c state, and argue
that rotation is essential in protecting this state from quen
ing. In addition to the interpretation of assigned stationa
state spectra, the simulations predict structures that have
yet been identified experimentally. In their global minim
the 3c state acquires a tight belt of 6 He atoms and the3d
state acquires a shell of 16 He atoms. These states ma
subject to predissociation and therefore difficult to observe
absorption or emission. They should, however, play an
portant role in the dynamics of formation and destruction
the various Rydberg states, and may be possible to identif
transient spectroscopy. The DFM treatment is restricted t
K and implicitly assumes a bose liquid; therefore, the tre
ment is limited to describing the super-fraction of He~II !.
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APPENDIX: THE INTERACTION POTENTIAL
IN THE 3b

The methods for calculating the He2(3b) – He pair poten-
tials, were described in detail in Ref. 16. The present res
are obtained by the coupled clusters method, with the inc
sion of singles, couples and the perturbative treatmen
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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triple substitutions, CCSD~T! method using theav5z basis
set, and corrected for basis superposition errors. Theb(3Pu)
state derives from the promotion of the antibondings* elec-
tron to the bondingp molecular orbital, with electron con
figuration 1s21s* 1p. In the asymptotic limit, this state cor
relates with the 1s2px,y excitation, yielding an anisotropic
potential along the three Cartesian axes. Thus, with the
lecular axis taken asz, the choice ofpy as the atomic state
we will denote out-of-plane approach~approach in thez–x
plane! as T, while in plane approach~in the z–y plane! is
identified asT8. The pair potentials along these three axes
given in Table III, and displayed in Fig. 14.

FIG. 14. Pair potentials for He2* (3b) – He are shown.

TABLE III. The He2* (b 3Pu) – He pair potentials:~L! linear approach along
z, the molecular axis;~T! broadside, out-of-plane approach; (T8) broadside
in-plane approach.

R
~Å!

3b(L)
~cm21!

3b(T)
~cm21!

3b(T8)
~cm21!

1.6 15200 2878
1.8 3395 21158 16900
2.0 2109 21427 15590
2.1 2695 21349 14722
2.2 2943 21217 13630
2.3 21006 21064 12400
2.5 2885 2767 9895
2.8 2567 2428 6814
3.0 2391 2279 5289
3.2 2261 2178 4106
3.5 2137 288.3 2821
3.8 271.0 243.9 1969
4.0 246.1 228.1 1572
4.5 217.1 210.5 921
4.8 210.3 26.5 650
5.0 27.6 24.9 497
5.3 25.1 23.4 308
5.5 24.0 22.7 211
6.0 22.3 21.6 67.7
6.5 21.4 21.0 16.9
7.0 20.9 20.6 3.1
7.5 20.6 20.4 0.1
8.0 20.4 20.3 20.4
9.0 20.2 20.1 20.3

10.0 20.1 20.1 20.1
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